Effect of Hydrophobic and Hydrophilic Surfaces on the Stability of Double-Stranded DNA.
DNA hybridization is the foundation for numerous technologies like DNA origami and DNA sensing/microarrays. Using molecular simulations, enhanced-sampling methods, and free-energy calculations, we show the effects of hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces on DNA hybridization. Hydrophilic surfaces compete with terminal bases' H-bonds but stabilize central base stacking. Hydrophobic surfaces strengthen terminal H-bonds but destabilize central base stacking. Regardless of surface chemistry, for terminal bases, melting proceeds through breaking H-bonds, followed by unstacking from the neighboring base. For central bases in bulk or near hydrophobic surfaces, melting proceeds by disruption of H-bonds, followed by unstacking, whereas on hydrophilic surfaces, unstacking from one neighboring base precedes complete disruption of the H-bonds, followed by unstacking from the second neighboring base. Kinetic barriers to melting and hybridization show that the central bases melt rapidly near hydrophobic surfaces, which can accelerate conformational searching and thereby accelerate folding into the desired conformation.